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INTRODUCTION
$BBL is a deflationary token that is designed to become scarcer over time. BABYLON
works differently and ensures long-term stability with success. All $BBL holders receive an 4% premium for every buy / sell transaction in Binance-linked BUSD, which is
automatically sent to your wallets.

The BABYLON token is our foundational currency that enables investors to hold billions or even trillions, from it in their wallets. As for its international recognition and its
licit utility, BBL will be thousands of times up and and will persistently expanding its
reach.

Funded by a strategic buyback, 2% tokens are collected from every transaction and
converted into BNB and stored in our contract. Then it buys BBL directly from exchanges and immediately removes the purchased tokens permanently from the circulating supply while forming green candles on the price chart. 2% of each transaction
is transferred to the liquidity pool for pancakeswap in order to create a stable lower
price limit.
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ABSTRACT
Being the first cryptocurrency that rewards its users in $BUSD, Babylon Coin is a front
runner among all cryptocurrencies. With its anti-Whale system, Babylon Coin discourages
Whale sells by limiting any sell amount to a maximum of 0.25% of the circulating supply.
Holders of Babylon Coin get rewarded in Binance Pegged USD, a first in the history of
cryptocurrency. With every transaction, a small percentage of tokens are automatically
transferred to the PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool.

Babylon Coin also maintains a BuyBack reserve from where the tokens are converted into
Binance Coin ($BNB) and securely locked and stored in the Babylon contract. These BNB
are then used for strategic BuyBack & Burn – the contract Buys Babylon Coin, creating
volume, rewards, & positive price action, then sends those tokens to the Burn address –
removing them permanently from circulation, including rewards eligibility. This last step
means holders of $BBL continuously receive a higher overall share of rewards distributed
and circulating supply reduces over time.

Babylon Ecosystem has an active NFT marketplace to buy and sell NFTS and a dApps
Dashboard where you can Buy and Swap $BBL, along with tracking your BUSD rewards.
Other features like Babylon Wallet, Play2Earn games, Staking Pools and Babylon
Exchange are launching in 2022, providing both entertainment and utility for $BBL holders
and to ensure ongoing volume, rewards and capital growth.
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BABYLON TOKEN PROTOCOL

BABYLON TOKEN is the next evolution of a reflection token on the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC): the first BUSD reflection token to maximize your earnings for now and in the future.
Just hold $BBL token and you will receive 4% in BUSD for every transaction automatically
delivered to your wallet. Basically, it’s a secure system that keeps the details of your transactions safe within the network. A well-distributed user base and good publicity increase
the value of $BBL.

4%
2%
2%
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Of every buy/sell is redistributed to
all holders IN BUSD.
2% Of every buy/sell is transferred
into Liquidity Pool for Pancakeswap
to create a stable price floor.
Of every transaction is used for
strategic BuyBack & Burn.

1%

Of every buy/sell for charity, supporting humanity and our communities live better, negotiation under
going with a reputable charity organization to be in charge of managing the charity wallet.

1%

Of every buy/sell spent on marketing, more marketing = more buyers,
it is for the benefit of the community.
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FEATURES
BUSD Reflections

Buy-Back Wallet

Earn automatic Binance-linked BUSD rewards by holding your BABYLON TOKEN
- 4% of every purchase and sale transaction is redistributed directly in wallets to
all token holders. You will automatically
receive the rewards in your wallet or request your rewards manually at any time
in our dApp dashboard. This effectively
means that BABYLON native reflection
works in parallel with stable yield while
your tokens grow exponentially.

2% tokens are collected from every transaction and converted into BNB and stored
in our contract . This wallet is known as the
BuyBack Wallet and when activated it will
buy $ BBL from exchanges and permanently remove the purchased tokens from
circulation while making green candles at
the same time. More than 1.7% of the tokens have already been burned through
the buy-back mechanism , which will continue to increase in the future.

Liquidity Pool

Anti-Whale Mechanism

Earn automatic Binance-linked BUSD rewards by holding your BABYLON TOKEN
- 4% of every purchase and sale transaction is redistributed directly in wallets to
all token holders. You will automatically
receive the rewards in your wallet or request your rewards manually at any time
in our dApp dashboard. This effectively
means that BABYLON native reflection
works in parallel with stable yield while
your tokens grow exponentially.

Our anti-whale function ensures that sales
quantities of more than 0.25% of the total
supply are not possible at once. Initially it
was 0.25%, but after burning 32% of the
tokens of the total supply , we reduced
the limit per transaction by 32%. The anti-whale does not necessarily prevent
whales from being sold, but a maximum
limit serves as an indicator when a whale
is trying to sell its tokens and avoids price
manipulation.

DYNAMIC TAX
To protect our investors from dumping,
every sell transaction is taxable according
to holding period, the 10/% rate applies
after 360 days and increase proportionaly as the holding period decreases. the
revenue generated from this mechanism
is distributed accourding to the normal
taxe rate.
if you buy and sell the same day, your sell
tax rate will be 28%, if you sell after one
day your rate will be 27.95% and so on.
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THE TECHNOLOGY
BEHIND BABYLON

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created to enable the use of solidity-based smart contracts at a signiﬁcantly faster and more efﬁcient rate than other competing chains. With
decentralized exchanges on BSC providing lightning-fast transactions and ultra- low costs,
BSC has established itself as one of the world’s leading blockchains for Decentralized
Finance (DeFi). BSC makes use of BEP-20 token technology, a proprietary blockchain that
ensures the security and privacy of all users and developers.

Its inherent dual-chain interoperability enables cross chain communication and scalability
of high performance, decentralized applications (dApps) that lead to a quick and ﬂuid user
experience. It is EVM compatible and will support all current Ethereum tools, with faster
and more affordable transactions. Based on the Proof of Stake consensus, its on-chain
governance allows decentralization and substantial community participation via the use of
21 validators that verify transactions.
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BABYLON ECOSYSTEM
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Dapp & Swapexchange

Staking Pools

With constant updates and community participation, our dApp dashboard
consists of swap exchanges with a user-friendly interface and allows to view
rewards generated in real-time. Our ecosystem offers endless potential, all made
possible by our team who are the perfect
blend of brain and muscle power to make
the experience personal for every investor.

By using an innovative set of smart contracts for staking pools, we are transferring some of our liquidity to our partnered
tokens by buying them on certain contract
interactions. The purchased tokens are
then distributed among the participants
in the pool. This concept gives our token
its sustainable use, in which it makes economic and mathematical sense to use X
tokens in order to earn Y tokens.

Nft Marketplace

DAO Protocol

Our platform allows holders to buy and
sell NFTs, including anything they receive
through liquidated collateral from the NFT
lending platform. This opens up a uniquely competitive market for buying NFTs below their usual market value to make navigating the crypto world more intuitive and
simpler. The marketplace will also include
a minting tool that will allow users to create their own NFTs from images, videos,
and other data.

The BBL token is used to govern all of
BABYLON’s current and future protocols. It enables holders to control everything. BBL holders will be able to propose
changes to anything in the Babylon verse,
from contract amendments, tokenomics,
ecosystem, tax rats and revenue distribution.
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VALUES
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Transparency

The team behind Babylon Token consist of a group of well-known
professionals in the field of finance, blockchain and marketing. The
team is KYC verified , and communicate directly with the
community via regularAMAs and chats on Twitter , YouTube ,
Telegram and Discord.

Trust

80% of new coin launches end up being scams, with a further 15%
failing within their first few months. In an industry where only 5%
of projects survive, it is essential that a project is trusted, and run
by professionals with a proven track record in business. Babylon
have published all relevant wallet addresses, including management team wallets, locked liquidity in a third party secured locker
for 400 days, and communicate all major business decisions with
the community. No project has done more for community trust and
contract security.

Community

Babylon Token is one of the fastest growing and most active communities in cryptocurrency history. Our 100,000+ strong community
continues to grow daily, supported by a team of over 30 community
managers, mods and admins, and a management team who interact
directly with the community daily.

Longevity

Babylon Token is here to stay! Having already established ourselves
as one of the top breakout projects of 2021, 2022 holds immense
opportunity for Babylonians. With the upcoming launch of a suite
of exciting utilities, a strong and experienced team, and a healthy
budget for marketing and development, we aim to grow into one of
the world’s top cryptos in 2022
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TEAM BEHIND BABYLON
The team behind BABYLON Token consists of a group of
professionals entrepreneurs in the field of finance, blockchain, and marketing, who are united to build something
outstanding and remarkable. Hence, we support them by
cultivating an environment that enhances their creativity
and encourages growth. The team is KYC verified, and
communicated directly with the community via regular
AMAs and chats on Twitter, and Telegram.

Basically, it’s a group of German-based crypto enthusiasts, we help our holders to find the tools they require
to bring unique perspective and inspiration to their life.
It’s just another way to motivate folks to step outside of
preconceived regulations and limits and enjoy the experiences of our decentralized movement worldwide.
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BABYLON ROADMAP
Phase 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Babylon Conceptualization
Smart Contract Development
Website Development
Smart Contract Audit
Presale On Pinksale
Pancakeswap Listing

Phase 2
•
•
•
•

Babylon Swap Launch
Cmc Listing
Coingeko Listing
Marketing

Phase 3
•
•
•
•

NFT Marketplace
Marketing
Dex listing
Influencer hiring

Phase 4
•
•
•

Staking pools
More Marketing
Brand ambassadors

Phase 5
•
•
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Babylon DAO
More dex listing
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